Grant No. 4570

TO Antone Jardim

Date.

Filed in Carton 131.
Description of Lot 18
Hawaiian Map 16
Napunaleo Estates, Hawaii

Beginning at N L of this lop, being S E N W of Lots 14, 17, 15 respectively, 796 ft 8,942 ft N of concrete reference block, at S L of Lot 4, and running as follows:
1. S 45° 30' E true, 1420 ft along Lot 15.
2. S 65° 10' W true 304 ft middle of Macaoa
gulch being the boundary.
3. S 55° 00' W true, 317 ft middle of Macaoa
gulch being the boundary.
5. N 48° 45' E true 577 ft along Lot 17 to initial
point and containing an
Area of 17.67 acres,

[Handwritten note]
\[Road Reserved\]

From Map by A. E. Fuchshoff

[Signature]

June 5, 1891

Lot 15

Lot 18
17.67 acres.

Lot 21

Scale 300 ft = 1 in.